Olympic project teams utilize grooved mechanical piping systems for their speed, strength and reliability.
The Denver Zoo’s new 10-acre Asian Tropics complex uses sub-surface heating systems to provide comfort and safety for both visitors and animals. The indoor heating and outdoor snow and ice melting systems utilize crosslinked polyethylene (PEX) pipe encased in various thermal mass types, delivering heat energy through warm fluid transfer. Supporting the zoo’s core ideals to be environmentally conscious in all operations, the PEX piping systems allow for reduced energy consumption, lower upfront installation and ongoing management costs and extended life-cycle, designed to last as long as the buildings, with minimal maintenance.

Initially, the major zoo expansion faced considerable challenges to meet piping construction schedules and stay on budget, considering that nearly six miles of pipe were required. Once the engineer and installer realized that the flexible, large diameter pre-insulated PEX pipe, available in long coils, could reduce both installation time and costs as compared with traditional steel or copper rigid piping systems, economical goals were within sight.

The project used some 31,000 feet of PEX pipe. Because of the project’s scope, performance capabilities, cost-savings and sustainability features, it was acknowledged as the Plastics Pipe Institute’s (PPI) building and construction division 2011 “Project of the Year.” The award was presented to the pipe system’s equipment manufacturer, REHAU Inc. (Leesburg, Va.), during PPI’s annual meeting in April 2012. PPI is the major trade association representing all segments of the plastic pipe industry; its annual awards program cites exceptional projects. “The Denver Zoo wonderfully displays the advantages and benefits possible through application of PEX pipe systems,” stated Tony Radozewski, executive director of the PPI. “Use of this technologically advanced pipe helps provide inside comfort to zoo animals and outdoor safety to visitors, and the project clearly demonstrates the attributes of PEX systems versus all others. PEX pipe provides faster installation, has the flexibility to avoid obstacles and utilities and enables the efficient transfer of the heated fluids to save energy, one of the major objectives of the project. These system capabilities align perfectly with the core values of the Denver Zoo organization, which is committed to fostering progressive sustainability efforts. The PEX pipe provides a smart, green and reliable system that advances this commitment. The zoo has been recognized with numerous awards as the greenest in the country.”
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The Asian Tropics complex opened in June 2012 and allows visitors to...
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Our experience with heat pumps has taught us how to design our heat pump water heater to be as efficient as possible. We rely on the heat pump to make hot water. A single, specially-designed 1700 watt element (that can be disabled) is used only as back-up. We don’t waste energy pumping DHW pump water heater to be as efficient as possible. We rely on the heat pump — heat is transferred from the refrigerant via a wrap-around condenser on the market. Only wrap-around aluminum means no direct contact with potable water.

Superior insulation guarantees ultra-low stand-by losses

Heavy-duty fan

Rolling piston pump compressor motor, most reliable on the market

Cool, dehumidified air out

HOT WATER OUTLET, draws up to 50 gal at 140°F without activation of back-up element

Single 1700 W backup element is specially engineered for superior water heater performance, not adapted from a standard electric water heater

Large 80 gallon storage capacity

Replaceable sacrificial anode

Cold water inlet, supplied with standard fittings
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Our Accelera® 300 heat pump turns every watt it uses into 3 to 5 watts of hot water by extracting up to 80% of its energy from the air around it. The Accelera® 300 is engineered and made in Germany by us, using every one of our decades of experience with technological excellence. We like the nice, clean look of the Accelera® 300, but we love the technology and engineering inside. Heat pump water heaters are not a new concept in Europe, and there’s a reason we are the largest seller there.

Accelera® 300® is #1 in Energy Star ratings with a 2.51 Energy Factor

Reduces hot water costs by up to 80%

80 gallon storage capacity uses less energy during a year than competing 50 gal. models

20 sq. ft. wrap-around heat exchanger for efficient energy transfer and no possible contamination of potable water

Single 1700 watt backup element

Removable sacrificial anode with wear indicator helps ensure long life

Reliable German technology & manufacturing backed by a 10 year warranty

- Large-diameter pre-insulated PEX energy-transfer pipe is used to distribute heated fluid to various areas and buildings within the complex from a heat plant including four gas-fired 500,000 Btu/h condensing boilers. The large diameter PEX was installed using an electrically-fused polymer fitting system with an integrated resistance wire. The fusion machine automatically sets the welding parameters and heats the wire to the required temperature to fuse the sections together.

In parts of the complex, more than 13,000 feet of REHAU’s 5/8-inch oxygen barrier crosslinked polyethylene pipe was used for the snow and ice melting systems installed in all the pedestrian walkways, bridges and exhibit entryways, as well as in the dock area, to provide a safe, clear path for visitors and zoo employees during snowy months. Nearly 15,000 feet of 1/2-inch RAUPEX O2 Barrier pipe was used for the radiant systems in the rhino and elephant holding buildings, which will provide a warm, familiar climate for the animals during the Colorado winter season.

“We understand that the design engineers for this project considered using rigid metal pipes of copper and steel,” stated Radoszewski, “which would have required extensive fabrication, welding, insulating and waterproofing onsite. More importantly, rigid metal pipes would not have had the flexibility to follow the contours of the land and avoid existing obstacles and utilities.”

Heating & Plumbing Engineers Inc. (Denver) was the mechanical contractor responsible for the installation of the PEX piping systems. “The flexible nature of PEX, particularly when compared with alternative materials like insulated copper and steel, was crucial when working around the zoo’s existing utilities,” said Porter May, preconstruction and project manager at the company. “A rigid piping system would just not have been an option, given the gains and losses of elevation, as well as the severe angles to which the underground piping needed to conform.”
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